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CONTACT INFORMATION

ABOUT XAMK SUMMER SCHOOL
WHEN

31.07-04.08.2023

WHAT 
Essentials of Video Game Creation (3 ECTS)

Learn how to create a video game by studying concept 
design and development.

SKILLS REQUIRED
Ability to use basic computer software but no need 

to have experience in game development.

WHERE
Xamk Kotka Campus, Finland

INSTRUCTORS
-Dr. Jan Storgards, Director of Cambridge

Academy of Digital Games and Innovation
-James Shepherd, CEO, Cypherdelic ltd

For more details visit: www.xamk.fi/en/summer-term

https://www.xamk.fi/en/summerschoolofgaming/


Attend classes carried out  by internationally
known gaming professionals 

Participate to practical team projects

Learn about Finnish culture and connect with
the magical Finnish nature

Work in a multicultural group  

Compete in our final quiz for a chance to win a
prize worth 100€

WHAT TO EXPECT?

Make new international friends and create
unforgettable memories 

Tuition

Study facilities and course materials

Student discount for lunch

Certificate for recognition of the study credits 

Free time activities listed in the program

Insurance during the scheduled activities

The price does not include:

Flights and transportation arriving/leaving 
Finland (Kotka)

Travelling insurance when coming to/leaving
Finland

PRICE

The price for Summer School of Gaming:
- partner university students: starting from 550€

- non partner university students: starting from 570€
 

 The price includes:

Non-organised transportation /public
transportation

WHY FINLAND

- Finland’s education system is regarded 
as one of the best in the world.

- The Global Happiness Report has ranked Finland
 as the happiest country in the world 

for the fifth year in a row.
-  Finland is the cleanest and greenest country

 in the world and wherever you are, 
nature is always close by.

-  Finland is a safe country with 
a unique local culture.

- Finland is full of interesting contrasts, 
the four seasons, the Midnight Sun and
 winter darkness, urban and rural areas.

- Studying in Finland is not just about the studies. 
It is a chance to make friends, build networks and

experience something new.

WHY XAMK

South-Eastern Finland University of Applied Sciences
(Xamk) is a higher education institution with focus
on responsible wellbeing, technology and creative

industries.
 

- Xamk has ranked as the best University of 
Applied Sciences in Finland in 2021.

- Like all of our four campuses, Xamk Kotka Campus
is located in a beautiful Finnish town, 

filled with culture and surrounded by nature. 
- At Xamk,  we have adopted a more practical

approach to teaching that responds 
to working life needs. 

- Our educational and working methods 
take into account the differences in 
students´ individual learning needs.

- Our studies are motivating and inspiring and
students receive high quality guidance.

- It’s your time to enjoy Finnish student life and
create wonderful memories.

Visit the world’s largest archipelago and its
breathtaking coastline 

Explore Kotka, a charming maritime city filled
with nature and history.

Accommodation (assistance provided with
bookings of student priced rooms. 
More information on the website)

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/breathtaking

